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Welcome  to our portfolio, what lies here is a collection of websites we have  built for clients.
These clients have experienced our face to face  program. Wherever you are and no matter
how big the project we have a  sophisticated system to help you build you establish your web
presence  that will help your business or organization for years to come.

  

  

Some  things you should keep in mind:

  

  

We  come to you - No matter  where you are or what country in the world you belong in, we
have deep  business relationships with people all over the world. We can help you  design
whatever you need too, even if it's the next eBay.com or  MySpace.com

  

We  don't charge an arm and a leg  - we know what the price of our hard work is worth to us,
and that's  just enough to keep the company putting along, we donate most of our  funds to
open source and projects we have worked with for years.

  

We  build a physical portfolio  - for you too keep, the physical portfolio has all of the
information  related to our web design projects and how it specifically relates to  your business.
Primarily this can be used if you wanted to take out a  business loan for new incoming
eCommerce customers and something of  that nature.

  

We  just get eCommerce - our  staff knows how to build website to sell products, our staff
knows how  to build websites to work in all browsers, our staff knows how to  program tons of
programming languages on the spot, no need for  expensive modules or wasted time we can
just do it and get it over with  to save you time and money.
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  Trained in many [1]  CMS (Content Management Systems)  - the staff at Zio understands
how to manipulate almost hundreds of  content management systems and effectivley program
for them all.

  

  

We  dominate the competition in  price and in effort no matter what it is you are seeking to
build, we  will do it better and for less. Some of our customers report hundreds  of changes
before it's perfect. It's your reality, it should be how you  dream it. We will work with you until
your dreams come true and your  web presence is exactly how you visioned it.

  

  

Optimization  to blow your website up with traffic  - so many people waste thousands of
dollars a year on search engine  marketing and other areas that if done correctly could have
better  results with no money at all. [2] 
Search Engine Optimization
 is an art and if done correctly can literally just blow your website up  with traffic.

  

  

We  keep upgrading your website - even  months after we have finished your project we
frequently check and  maintain it's healthy status for you. The staff keeps an eye on  security
holes and pre-existing problems that may exist in your web  solution.
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[1]  Content Management System (CMS)  is a software system used for content
management. Content management  systems are deployed primarily for interactive use by a
potentially  large number of contributors.

  

[2]  Search engine optimization (SEO)  is the process of improving the volume and quality of
traffic to a web  site from search engines via "natural" ("organic" or "algorithmic")  search
results. Usually, the earlier a site is presented in the search  results, or the higher it "ranks", the
more searchers will visit that  site. SEO can also target different kinds of search, including
image  search, local search, and industry-specific vertical search engines.
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